AUTOMORPHIC COHOMOLOGY ON
HOMOGENEOUS COMPLEX MANIFOLDS':

by R. 0. Wells, JI*.

Autolnorphic forms on the flpper half plane have been under investigation
sillce the late nineteenth celltury (see the cknsslc text by Fricke-Klein [ ' i ] , for
insta1lce). In several variables a~itomorphicfornls were studied by Blumentl~al,Hilbert, and Picard near the tun1 of the century and more recently
by Siege1 [I41 011 the Siege1 Lipper llalf space. The study of automorphic
for~nson general Lie groups was introduced by Harish-Cliandra [I11 and
has been a subject of considerable interest (cf. Bore1 [ d l and Murakalni
[12]). In particular, automorphic forlns on a bou~tdedsynlmetric dolnain
can be co~lsideredas holo~norphicsections of ho~nogeneousvector bundIes
illdilced by finite-dilfiensional representatio~isof a colnpact isotropy group,
the classical case corresponding to powers of the ca~~ollical
bilndle (see
Bore1 [4]).
A ~ ~ t o m o r p hforms
ic
on a dolllai~lD are defined with respect to a
discrete transfor~natio~l
r group acting 011 D, and the quotients of any two
for~lls(of the same weight) are meromorphic fiinctions on the qr~otientspace
DIT. This quotient space lnay have singc~laritiesas a n analytic space
depending on the nature of T, and thus the classical str~dyof auto~norphic
forms was a means of studying the fi~nctionfield on certain classes of
allalytic spaces. This is the somewhat tenuous relation of the present note
to the theme of this confere~lceo n "singularities."
Suppose D is a bounded Hermitian sylnmetric domain of the form
D = GIK where C is a setnisi~nplereal Lie group and K is a maximal
compact subgroup. Let p be a finite-dimensionaI unitary representation of
K , and let E, be the associated h o n ~ o g e ~ ~ e vector
o u s bundle over D (cf. $2).
If r is a discrete subgroup of C which acts properly discor~tin~~ously
on D,
then the r-invariant sections of H'(D.E,~), denoted by H;(D,E,,),
are the automorphic forms on D (with additional growth restrictiolls a t the
Cusps in the case dim,D = I). Generalizations of such Hermitian bounded
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sy~ii~netric
do~nainsarise in algebraic geometry as tlie classifying spaces for
Hodge structures on conipact algebraic (more geiierally Kahler) manifolds
(Grifiths [9j, [lo]). In this situation such d o ~ n a i n sD are homogeileo~l~
complex ~nanifoldsof the for111 G/V wliere G is a semisimple Lie grotip
and T/ is a conipact (but not necessarily ~naxilnalcompact) subgroup of G,
If E is a lio~noge~icousvector
b~liidleoverDassociated to a finite-dimensional
representation p of V, then Schmid has sliowrr that

for most represe~itatiotlsp in the case where V is not ~naxiinalcompact
(so that D is rjot an Hermitian boii~ldedsymmetric domain, see Sclimid [13f,
Griffiths-Schmid [ l o ] ) . Thus there are 110 atltomorpllic forms on these
generalizations of the upper half plane or Siegel's upper half space (wl~icll
are the classifyi~lgspaces for the Hodge structures on Rie~naii~i
surfaces).
In general, Schmid has shown that H1l(D,E,,) is an infinite-dimensional
Frechet space which should be the atxalogue of HO(D,E,) in the classical
case of bounded symmetric don~ains.Here q = idim,K/V where K is tl~e
~naxiliialcompact subgroup of G containing V (which tur~isout to be tlie same
as the coriiplex diniension of the riiaximal-dimensio~ial compact co~nplex
submanifold of D). The r-invariant colio~~iology
classes H:(D,E,) are tIie
~iaturalcandidates for "automorphic forms" on D. These are the nutonlorplric c o h o ~ ~ ~ o l oclarses
g j ~ of Griffiths (Griffitlis
[lo], GriffithsSchmid [ l o ] ) .
A t present very little is know11 about this particular versioil of "a~homorpliic forms," except in the case where D / T is compact (see GriffithsS c l ~ ~ n i[lo]).
d
In particular, if r is the llatilral ge~leralizationof Siegel's
modular group, then it is t~nkiiownwhether N;?(D, E,,) is finite-dimensional.
I11 this note we announce sonie new results concerni~lg the geonierry
of these more general liomogeneous compiex ~liaiiifoldsD = G/V. It 1s
possible that the techniques developed here will be usefi~lin attacking tlie
above proble~nof finite dimensionality of the auto~norpliiccoliomology
groups. Specifically, we show that for a sufficiently nonsingular representation p, the automorpliic coho~iiologyclasses on D can be represented
as the r-invariant sections of a liolomorphic vector b~lndleover a Stein
manifold M naturally and equivarialltly associated to D. Here M is essentially tlie space of compact q-dimensional subvarieties of D. A consequence
of t h ~ result
s
is the convergence of the PoilicarC series
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here q5 e IY4(D,E,,) is a n absolutely integrable cohornology class(with respect
a suitable metric). Such a PoincarC series is an automorphic col~omology
h i c was very dependent
lass, and the classical study of a ~ ~ t o ~ n o r p forms
011 ~ ~ n d e r s t a n d i ~
such
l g series.
Many of the results anno~incedhere were cot~jecturedby Griffiths [.')1,
[ l o ] . Details will appear elsewhere a t a later date,

~ c G,t be a connected complex se~nisin~ple
Lie group and let P c G , be a
Lic subgroup, i.e.. the coset space X = Gc.P is a compact l~omogeneo~is
x manifold (which is kriown t o be projective algebraic). Let G c Gc
a real for111 of G, such t l ~ a tV = G n P is a compact snbgroup of G,.
en the G-orbit of the coset ~ P Gc/P
E is a n open subset D of the co~nplex
ifold X. The ~natlifoldD = G / V is a homogeneous cornplex manifold,
it is the geometry of such ~nauifolds in which we are principally
rested. An example is given by the real Lorentz group G = SO(Zlr.X),
here V = U(h) x SO(/<),which arlses as the classifying space for periods
lotornorphic 2-forms 011 a given projective algebraic manifold of cotnplex
~ s i o n2 2 (cf. Griffiths [S]). In this case G = SO(2h + 16, C), and P is
en explicitly in Grifiths-Schmid [IO, p. 2621 (see this paper and also
17'1 for f~irtllerbackgroiund on this class of homogeneous co~nplex
Ids). The subgroup P c Gc is parabolic if and only if P contains a
el subgroup B (i,e., a lnaxirnal solvable subgroup), and there is a nat~lral

ose fibers are coinpact cornplex subnlanifolds isomorphic t o PIB. The
nifolds G c / B are flag rnailifolds and are somewlihat easier to study than
y parabolic subgroup (cf. Bott [.5], Schmid [Is],
ose now that K is a maximal colnpact subgroup of G which contains
1 it is known that the irnage of the i~~jection

nplex sub~nanifold Y of the colnplex mai~ifold D (cf. Bore1 131,
s-Schmid [LO]). Let Y, denote the translate of the submanifold
by g 6 G,, and let ?YX denote tile disjoint u ~ l i o nof the complex
~ ~ i f o l dofs X, each of whicll is of the form Y, for some g E Gc. The
ig, admits a complex structure s u c l ~that the mapping
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i~idircedby tlze inclusion napping on fibers is Iiolomorphic. Moreover, there
is a psranletrization mapping

s
of cN
for some N .
where S is an algebraic h o m o g e n e o ~ ~submatiifold
Namely, the mapping n is a proper si~rjectiveli01o111orphi~mapping of
izlaxiinal rank such that n L 1 ( s ) ,for s E S, is one of the fibers in the original
disjoint ~rnioli !YX,i.e., n-'(.s) = Y, for sorile B E G < : (cf. Criffitlls [S],
Wells [1:5],and Windham [IG]). Let !Y,, = r - ' ( D ) be the union of those
translates of Y which are contained i n D, and let M = n(!Y,) c S be the
parameter space for these translates.
Theorem 1.

M is n Stein nzanifbld.

The proof of this result uses the constr*uction of all appropriate exliaustion
function for D due to Sclirnid [13] (cE Criffiths-Sclimid [10]), the soli~tion
of the Levi problem for spaces of analytic cycles due to Andreotti-Norguet
[ I ] , [S], and an exhaustion principle for Stein manifolds due to DocquierCrauert [GI. A special case of this result was proven explicitly in Wells
[l:i] for the case G = SO(2h, I ) , V = U(h).
$3. I-lonzoyeneoltv Vector Bundles
Let D = G / V be a I~omogeneouscomplex manifold of the type considered
in the previous section. S ~ ~ p p o that
se
[I

: I.'

GL(E)

is a representation of V on the finite-din~ensionalco~nplexvector space E.
Consider tlie eclirivalence relation i n the trivial vector bundle G x E + G :
i ( g , e ) ~ Gx E : ( y , e ) = ( g u , p ( u ) e ) , for U E V ) .
This equivalence relation induces in a natural manner a vector bundle E,,
on the coset space G / V = [gV),,,, which is called the hoinogetleous vector.
bllrl~lle0 1 1 D ir~cl~rcerl
b y the rep~.eser~tatiorzp (cf. Bott [;>I).Tlze adjective
"homogeneo~~s"denotes tlie fact that the action of G on the liomogerzeous
space G / V lifts to an action on the vector bundle E defined over G I V .
Suppose now that we are given a homoge~ieousvector bundle E,, -t 5 as
above, and suppose that p is sufficiently non.sit~gulnr.,i.e., the highest
weight of the representation p is sufficiently bounded away from the
boundary of tlie Weyl chamber of positive roots associated with tlie Lie
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algebra of G, and a maximal torus T c V (note that the choice of Weyl
&amber is dictated by the choice of the complex structure 011 D, which in
our setting is given a priori; see Schmid [13], Griffiths-Schmid [10]). This
colldition was used by Schtnid in his study of the infinite-dimensional
represe~ltati~lls
of G (Schmid [13]),and can be prescribed precisely in terms
of the root structure of the Lie algebra in a given situation. In case P = B
is a Bore1 subgroup of G,, then the condition above is satisfied by a sufficieiltly high power of the canonical bundle. Classically this would correspond
to automorphic forms of high weight. I n the case of a hoinogeneo~tsline
bujldle, the highest weight is the differential of the (one-dimensional)
representation and thus defines an element in the d ~ i a lspace to the Lie
algebra.
of E, to tVD, and let
Let T*E be the p~~llback

be the yth direct image of z'$E on M, where q

= dim,Y

(we are thinking of

the direct image sheaves as vector bundles, since in this case the direct image

4,

sheaves are locally free). Then
is a vector bundle on M which has fibers
isoinorphic to Hfl(Y,En,,). Moreover, the action of G on D induces an
action on Hr(D, E,,) and on H1'(M,E,,), for all r 2 0.Schmid has shown that
if p is sufficientlynonsingular, then

and moreover, HYD, E,) has the natural structure of a Frechet space
l
on spaces of C" differential forms
inherited from the n a t ~ ~ r atopology
and Dolbeault's isomorphism. The difficult part is to show that the range of
3 is closed so that the quotient space in the Dolbeault group is Hausdorff
(see Schmid [13]).

Theorem 2. Suppose the representation p is suficiently nonsingular.
Then there is a G-equivariant topological injection

By "topological" it1 the above theorem we mean that the algebraic injection
.
proof of this
is a closed subspace of the Frechet space H ' ( M , ~ ~ ) The
theorem breaks down into two parts. First we see that the Leray spectral
sequence relating cohomology on Y, to cohomology on M degenerates,
giving us an isomorphism
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and thus giving a natural Frechet space structure to H4(gD,7*E,). This
follows from the fact that M is Stein (Theorem 1) and Cartan's Theorem B
on M (this doesn't use the homogeneous nature of the vector bundles).
A different proof can be obtained as a consequence of the fact that the
remaining direct image sheaves n',(z*E,) = 0 if j # q , which follows from
the vanishing theorem of Bott [6] along with the local triviality of the fibration GY, 4 M. The natural mapping

r X : H Y D , E,) + H4('YD, r*E,,)
is then shown to be a topological i~ljectionby using a "power series expansion" of the cohomology classes about the fiber Y in D due to Schmid
[13]. Here the homogeneous nature of the vector bundles is used quite
strongly, It seems likely that an alternative proof valid in greater generality
can be constructed by tising an appropriate generalization of Grauert's
direct image theorem to the case of a real-analytic fibering of compact
complex manifolds (which structure D has in a natural way, namely the
fibering G / V -+ G /K).

Using the above results we obtain a representation for automorphic cohomology and the convergence of certain Poincare series. If T is a discrete
subgroup of G which acts properly discontinuously on D by left translation,
then I? induces an action on H Y D , E,) and on HO(D,&) by Theorem 2. Let
H:(D, E,) be the r-invariant subspace of H q ( D ,E,) and let H;(M, $)
be the I?-invariant subspace of H " ( M , ~ , , ) .As an immediate consequence
of Theorem 2 we have the following result.

Theorem 3.

T h e rnappitzg

5

in

(1) induces a topological injection

Thus Theorem 3 tells us that automorphic cohomology can be interpreted
as invariant sections of a vector bundle. This had been conjectured by
Griffiths [8]. In particular we note that we do not lose any information
about the automorphic cohomology as we pass to sections; however, we
do not expect every r-invariant section of E, to come from an automorphic
cohomology class, as simple examples show that this is highly unlikely in
this particular type of geometric situation.
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Let E, 4 D be as above and Iet E, and the tangent bundle to D be equipped
with G-invariant metrics. Using these metrics it is easy to make precise
what it means for a (0, q) differential form with coefficients in E, to be in Li
(absolutely integrable). We then say that a cohomology class in Hq(D,E,)
is in L1 if it has a Dolbeault representative which is in L1. Let H:(D,E,)
be the subspace of L1 coholnology classes in H Y D , E,) (cf. Griffiths [8]).
As noted by Griffiths([8], p. 619), the power series arguments of Schmid
in [13] show that H:(D, E,) is none~npty(and infinite dimensional) provided
that p is sufficiently nonsingular. We then have the following theorem
conjectured by Griffiths in [8], where p is as above.

Lemma 4.

Let

4 cHq1(D,E,,), a110 let

ther~(2) converges to at1 autonzor'phic cohornology class in H:(D, E,).
This theorem was partially proved in Griffiths [8] where he showed that
the associated PoincarC series on M

converges in HO(M,E ~ ) tlsitlg
,
basic convergence arguments on this series
of sections of a vector bundle stemming from the more classical theory.
But it now follows easily from Theorem 2 and the convergence of (3) that
the series in (2) converges. We strongly use the fact that the image of 4 in
the mapping (1) is closed.
If HYD, E,,) is finite dimensional as in the classical case, then, as was
pointed out by PoincarC in his original paper on PoincarC series (which he
called "theta-Fuchsian series"), it is necessary that almost all of the series
of the form (2) vanish identically.

Remark. In case the manifold D studied above fibers holomorphically
over an Hermitian bounded symmetric domain (i.e., G / V + GIK is a
holomorphic mapping), then the above results are much easier as it is
unnecessary to consider the deformation space nJ, introduced in $2.
This is the case when D = G / V admits a Kahler metric invariant under G
and can be determined by the structure of the Lie algebras involved (Bore1
[3]). However, the classifying spaces for Hodge structures (Griffiths [8], [9]),
for instance the example given in $2, do not have this property.
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